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murder notion contains the idea of the rejection of the
Redeemer in an acute form, for one sees the mole in one's
own eye as a beam in  the eye of one's brother.    The
ritual-murder idea also plays a part in the Spitteler story,
since the Jew steals the wonder-child sent from Heaven.
This idea is a mythological projection of the unconscious
perception that the redeeming effect is constantly being
frustrated by the presence of an unredeemed element in
the unconscious.    This unredeemed, undomesticated, un-
trained, or barbaric portion, which can only be held on
a chain and not yet allowed to run free, is projected upon
those who have never accepted Christianity.    In reality,
of course, it is an element in ourselves, which has always
contrived to escape the Christian process of domestication.
An unconscious perception of this resistant element,
whose existence one would like to disavow, is certainly
present—hence the projection.    Restlessness is a concrete
expression of this unredeemed state.    The unredeemed
element at once monopolizes the new light and the energy
of the new symbol.   This is another way of expressing
the same thing that we have already indicated above when
describing the effect of the symbol upon the collective
psyche.     The   symbol intrigues all  the repressed  and
unrecognised contents, as instanced  by the 'guardians
of the market-place'; similarly with Hiphil-Hophal, who,
because  of his  unconscious resistance against his  own
religion, immediately  brings   out   and   emphasizes   the
ungodliness and sensuality of the new symbol.    The affect
displayed in the rejection corresponds with the amount of
repressed libido.    It is in the moral degradation of the
pure gift of heaven in the sultry phantasy-loom of these
minds that the ritual-murder is accomplished.   The appear-
ance of  the  symbol   has, nevertheless, had  its  benign
effect   Although not accepted in its pure form, it was
greedily devoured ty the archaic, undifferentiated -forces,

